Are you thinking about getting a psychic reading online? Been scouring the net trying to weigh
each option against the others to see where the legitimate psychics and clairvoyants really are?
No one wants to talk to a phony psychic. If you’re going to put down money to have someone
give you a personal psychic reading, you certainly want it to be quality, something geared toward
helping you and not just draining your wallet.
This is a review of Psychic Source, one of the oldest and most trusted online psychic resources
on the web. We have no affiliation with them whatsoever and don’t normally give out reviews on
just any website, however, there is massive appeal and popularity associated with Psychic
Source and it makes sense to illuminate the trend for the uninformed

A psychic reading is a specific attempt to discern information with clairvoyance and the
resulting statements made during such an attempt.[1] The term is commonly associated with
paranormal-based consultation given for a fee in such settings as over the phone, in a home,
or at psychic fairs.[2][3] Though psychic readings are controversial and a focus of skeptical
inquiry,[4] a popular interest in them persists.[5] When seeking a psychic reading the choice
between a "pseudo-psychic" and a psychic who is considered to be "genuinely gifted" by
clients is commonly made based on word of mouth.[6][unreliable source?]
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There are many types of psychic readings practiced by those who claim to have psychic
abilities. Although psychic readings might not incorporate the use of any tools, a professional
psychic may have one or more specialized areas of expertise. Some of the more common
readings include Tarot reading, palm reading, psychometry, aura readings, or astrological
readings.

Aura reading
Aura readings involve the observation and interpretation of auras.[8] The “aura” is a field of
subtle, luminous radiation supposedly surrounding a person.[9] Aura readers claim to have the
ability to see or sense this aura and interpret its meaning to the individual.
Psychometry (from Greek: ψυχή, psukhē, "spirit, soul"; + μέτρον, metron, "measure"),[2] also
known as token-object reading,[3] or psychoscopy,[4] is a form of extra-sensory perception
characterized by the claimed ability to make relevant associations from an object of unknown
history by making physical contact with that object.[5] Psychics assert that an object may have
an energy field that transfers knowledge regarding that object's history.[6] Spiritual medium,
dream interpreter, psychic medium, psychic readings, clairvoyant, counsellor, Support,
guidance, Karen Ellyard, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, Perth, Melbourne, Sydney,
Adelaide, Darwin, Hobart, Brisbane, Reiki, Angel, Meditation and teaching
Psychometry is commonly offered at psychic fairs as a type of psychic reading.[7] At New
Age events psychometry has claimed to help visitors "meet the dearly departed" (a form of
spiritualism).[8] Although a subject of controversy,[9] psychics who use psychometry have
been used by law enforcement as psychic detectives[10] "as a last resort [and] as an
investigative tool with caution"[11] for providing clues not directly admissible in the court of
law such as a criminal's character, or the location of dead bodies.[10][12] Many police
departments around the world have released official statements saying that they do not regard
psychics as credible or useful on cases.

